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Jefferey Duncan is the program manager for SAIC’s
cybersecurity support services contract supporting Naval
Information Warfare Center Pacific and the cyber engineer
lead under Naval Air Systems Command for the
Comprehensive Automated Maintenance EnvironmentOptimized (CAMEO) system.
Prior to joining SAIC in 2016 as a cybersecurity lead for
CAMEO and the Readiness Integration Center, Jefferey held
numerous positions within the cybersecurity realm,
supporting both CONUS and OCONUS anti-terrorism
force protection systems and conducting information
assurance assessments and information assurance
certification and accreditation as a U.S. Navy validator.

Jefferey has supported the U.S. Marine Corps as a
technical lead for industrial controls systems for the
assistant chief of staff G-6 at Marine Corps Base Camp
Pendleton and the command cyber readiness inspection
process for both the Marine Corps’ and Naval
Information Warfare Center Pacific’s (NIWC) research,
development, test and evaluation environments. He
worked with the Information Assurance Technical
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Authority for NIWC to create technical standards, defensein-depth functional implementation architecture, cybersafe,
system inheritance, risk management and continuous
monitoring while providing input on the Risk Management
Framework Validator training curriculum.
Jefferey also worked on the NIWC transition team from
the Department of Defense Information Assurance
Certification and Accreditation Process to the Risk
Management Framework for the Navy’s Consolidated
Afloat Networks and Enterprise Services program and
other Navy programs and managed many technical projects
under NIWC for a broad range of systems and applications.
Earlier in his career, Jefferey went from being a FedEx driver to
a food and beverage controller in the hotel industry to a
technical program manager at Arrow Electronics, where he
supported over $30 million in inventory, and at Comstor,
where he supported Cisco router sales that totaled over $15
million.

Jefferey is a member of both the Zen Nippon Airinkai
Norcal and San Diego koi clubs.

